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This paper provides an extension of MDA called Context-aware Quality Model Driven Architecture (CQ-MDA) which can be used for quality control in pervasive computing environments. The proposed CQ-MDA approach based on ContextualArchRQMM (Contextual Architecture Quality Requirement MetaModel), being an extension to the MDA, allows for considering quality and resources-awareness while conducting the design process. The contributions of this paper are a meta-model for architecture quality control of context-aware applications and a model driven approach to separate architecture concerns from context and quality concerns and to configure reconfigurable software architectures of distributed systems. We think that such a representation of architecture concepts aids on improving quality assessment and management not only in the design level, but also in the run-time level. The model assigns a hierarchical library for the four software architecture levels (family level, subfamily level, service level and application level). To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we use a videoconference system.
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1. Introduction

Model Driven Approach (MDA) [Miller and Mujerki (2003)] has been proposed by the OMG (Object management Group). The basic models of MDA are entities able to unify and support the development of computer systems by providing interoperability and portability. MDA approach does not address how to consider non-functional demands, i.e. how to represent and transform them.

An application for heterogeneous mobile embedded and limited (low bandwidth, power consumption, etc.) device has to firstly prevent interaction and mobility limitation.
The heterogeneity of components regarding embedded sensors, CPU power, communication mechanisms (GPRS, WIFI, Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc.), speed of transmission as well as the media variety (sound, video, text and image) requires taking into account adaptation to an abstract level in order to avoid the ad hoc solutions which are not reusable and/or generalized. This is due to the following points:

- The separation of concerns met in software architecture is the separation of communications supported by first class connector from the business logic supported by components. However, communication is not the unique non-functional concern found in software design. Data adaptation, context-awareness, resource-awareness and QoS are other non-functional concerns which cut across component's business logic. Introducing in software architecture will make design of complex software an easier task and will yield clear and lucid specification.
- Few ADLs are able to define new connectors’ types that ensure the non-functional concerns of the components (security, communication, conversion, etc.).
- Few ADLs support the elaboration of quality model explicitly and facilitate the system architecture quality control with the continuous evolution of its context.

1.1. Aims and Scope

The aim of this paper is to build upon a new extension of MDA which includes support for software architecture quality control and resources requirements changes, in the framework of CQ-MDA (Context-aware Quality MDA). Few other works concentrate only on quality system architecture or context-aware system architecture [QADA, (2007)] [Tarvainen, (2008)]. Our approach focuses on separation of two concerns: the architecture and the implementation contexts. This enables us to support them with the elaboration of quality model explicitly and to facilitate the system architecture quality control with the continuous evolution of its context. To cope with a serious gap in styles quality control, we have previously introduced the ArchRQMM (ARCHitecture Requirement Quality MetaModel) [Alti et al. (2010)]. One of the strengths of ArchRQMM relies in its ability to separate architecture concerns from requirement and quality concerns and to automatically perform formal architecture quality analysis at architecture stage using OCL [OMG, (2005)]. However, our metamodel does not support the definition of a context-awareness and a resource-awareness metamodel.

1.2. Organization

We begin this paper by introducing ArchRQMM metamodel. Section 3 proposes the main element of CQ-MDA approach, i.e. ContextualArchRQMM metamodel which it is an ArchRQMM extension used as support for context model description and quality model definition. Section 4 describes the CQ-MDA itself. Section 5 shows an example of applying CQ-MDA for a real multimedia application. Section 6 summarizes related works. Section 7 concludes this article and presents some future works.
2. An Overview of ArchRQMM (ARCHitecture Requirement Quality MetaModel)

ArchRQMM metamodel enables architectural styles quality evaluation and selection at the architecture design step and ensures formal verification of the properties' quality of architectures on modelling styles. The metamodel was described in details in [Alti et al. (2009)] [Alti and Smeda, (2010)]. It was developed according to ISO/IEC 9126 standard [ISO-IEC, (2003)]. ArchRQMM is based on a set of meta-classes for the common concepts of architectures descriptions languages (ADLs) and a set of quality characteristics based on a standard ISO quality model [Losavio et al. (2003)] which can be investigated and evaluated in the architecture level (maintenability, reusability, efficiency, etc.). Fig. 1 presents a MOF metamodel of the ArchRQMM.

One of the strengths of ArchRQMM relies in its ability to separate architecture concerns from requirement and quality concerns and to automatically perform formal architecture quality analysis at architecture stage using OCL [OMG, (2005)]. The focus of rigorous architecture quality analysis is to prevent the non-required affections before the early phases of system development. The use of ArchRQMM metamodel offers number of advantages compared to other related works using UML profiling mechanisms like MARTE [Object Management Group, (2008)] including: (1) architectures, requirements and quality models are explicitly represented, (2) a formal support to prove the quality properties of architectural styles at the architecture level using OCL [Object Management Group, (2005)], (3) support for model non-functional aspects of software architecture through architecture properties and measurable standards [ISO-IEC, (2003)] [Alti and Smeda, (2010)], and (4) automatic evaluation and selection of styles that best meet architects' needs using QualiStyle tool [Alti et al. (2009)].
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3. ContextualArchRQMM MetaModel

3.1. Objectives and Motivations

The main idea of this proposal is to take into consideration the non-functional concerns (adaptation service, communication protocol, security, QoS, etc.) of the components by connectors at the software architecture level. In our approach, the two types of preoccupations are ensured respectively by the components and the connectors. Thus, the connectors ensure the communication and the connection of components that realize the functional part (business logic components). Their execution within adequate configurations also requires taking into account of the non-functional aspects.

3.2. Context-awareness Metamodel

We extend our software architecture metamodel, with a context metamodel (Fig. 2). The goal is to represent context information of system architecture at model level. Context is any information that can be collected from artifact needs, resources capacities and user preferences. ContextualArchRQMM uses these informations to perform a software architecture quality evaluation and selection in software development process. In our metamodel we have identified two types of context, i.e., required context (user preferences, artifacts needs) and provided context that encompasses the properties of the execution environment of an application. Context elements are realized through Context class, are expressed as QoS properties of the contextual architectural artifacts (Non-Functional-Prop class).

3.3. Resource-awareness Metamodel

Fig. 3 depicts a resource-awareness metamodel. The hardware components are mobile devices (Class Device) like PDAs, PC Portables or smart phone, are constrained in their resources (memory size, CPU power, bandwidth, battery, etc) and act as execution environment for architectural artifact (Class Artifact). Network connections (Class Node) connect hardware components having a limited bandwidth. A resource-awareness about current usage of processing power, memory, network bandwidth, etc. is a prerequisite to guarantee a minimum quality of service.

Fig. 2. The context metamodel of ContextualArchRQMM.
3.4. Contextual Architectural Artifacts

For an efficient and clear specification of connection points, we have introduced more precise port according to their global roles in a component: the DataPort, the ContextPort, information available at run-time when the service is active. The ServiceControlPort is a standard dedicated port for controlling a service. It allows the service to be (re)started, updated, relocated, stopped and uninstalled. The QoSNotificationPort is responsible for sending QoS information to execution platform in order to decide if a service reconfiguration is needed. As software architecture descriptions rely on a connector to express interactions between components, an equivalent abstraction must be used to express a contextual and a heterogeneous interaction (i.e. various interactions paradigms). We extend an architectural connector with a contextual concern in a heterogeneous interaction (see Fig. 4). Three auto-adaptative mechanisms are distinguished: communication (i.e. clarify the connection between various components regarding the communications paradigms), service adaptation (i.e. adding, suppression and substitution of adaptation services), and QoS adaptation (selecting parameters of service to provide adequate quality to component needs at runtime). The business logic component is adapted explicitly and automatically by a contextual connector. This means that context ports of business logic components instances, related to the context managed by a contextual connector, are all connected to that contextual connector. The data role may be connected to the data port of a component (provided or required) and the contextual role may be connected to the contextual port of a component. The distinction between a data and context roles (and also between a data and context ports) addresses the constraint typically imposed by many ADLs about the clear separation between functional and non-functional aspects. This ensures a quality of the components assembly by inserting a contextual connectors, as well as management of adaptation service quality.

Fig. 3. The resource metamodel of ContextualArchRQMM.
Dynamic reconfiguration is defined by transitions between configuration families (see Figure 5). Our meta-model proposes to define configuration family to capture a non-predefined number of configurations having close adaptation services. For each family, a specific set of adaptation services defined. For example at image family which includes connectors offering services of the same nature (i.e. image adaptation services) but only differs by their adaptability to the context.

A transition allows switching the system from the source configuration family to another new target configuration family. A transition can be triggered by different events, like changes in the environment, changes in the applications to be executed, or changes in the system operational conditions (e.g., a battery operated system detects a change in the battery status, or a component that becomes faulty). We can have a transition into the same configuration family; it is a transition between two configurations of the same family. For each transition, a reconfiguration activity presenting a set of reconfiguration actions is associated. It represents a set of actions switching from the current configuration to the target one. In our approach we have a non-predefined number of configurations, but we have statically predefined families. To answer to an adaptation task, on a mobile device system at the run-time, one needs to satisfy a new need related to a new execution context. The ideal solution is to install, update or remove an adaptation service at the connector’s configuration. This contribution of reconfiguration is similar to other work described in a paper [11] but our work concentrates on connector reconfiguration and insisted on the separation of the two concerns: software architecture model and context model. The possible adaptations in ContextualArchRQMM are:

- **Parametric adaptations**: In order to enable parametric adaptations of connectors, an update parameter value command is sent along with the name and the new value of

---

**Fig. 4.** Contextual architectural artifacts in ContextualArchRQMM.
Services adaptations: In case of changes in the implementation context (i.e. less bandwidth, less available memory…), a contextual connector will be notified by a set of probes which constitute the monitoring framework (i.e. contextual connectors). To perform the required reconfiguration, which may be a call to another available service provider, the adaptation manager needs to make use of its adaptation policies described in XMI format by composing and/or decomposing of services using the DynamicUse concept. Service adaptation reflects to the choice between two adaptation services realize the same functionality, they offer different QoS.

Sub-family (re)assembly: To ensure an advanced flexibility and adaptability of a software application to the desired changes, we need to attach/detach several subfamilies into a family. This reconfiguration policy is guided by the adaptation policies and they are initiated by the adaptation manager when significant evolutions of the environment are detected by a simple monitoring framework, consisting of a collection of probes (CPU usage, battery life, bandwidth measure, etc.)

Move and re-routing: When the available bandwidth, on the link between mobile client and the server decreases (or noticed a problem of energy or the problem of workload), then such a state will be detected by the monitoring framework which in turn will notify the Quality Manager. Therefore, the later will use the routing service to lookup another relay to deploy the desired service.


The general structure of Context-aware Quality – Model Driven Architecture (CQ-MDA) is presented in Figure 6. We consider the full software development cycle within MDA, i.e. from formulation of needs up to the code generation. The proposed structure consists in five levels representing CIM, PIM, Contextual Platform Independent Model (CPIM),
Contextual Platform Specific Model (CPSM), and code. Each level is decomposed into three parts: the left part represents architectural artifacts and context concepts; the right part represents quality model and measurements done for these artifacts while the center part represents requirements.

4.1. Architecture Quality Evaluation at the Design-time

Two ways of using our meta-model are possible:

- The first one assumes that the software architecture quality metamodel is used for evaluating an architecture model. The architecture model is tested and validated with the semantic constraints defined by the metamodel. If the verified architecture model gets bad marks then the design process can be stopped or it can go back to the previous stage either to change requirements or to elaborate a different (better) architectural model.
- The second one, using software architecture quality metamodel considers the case when the metamodel is used for selecting the best architectural model from different choices. In this case the values of a metric are used to classify the models. A metric formula gives a note for the architecture model. The values of the metric function are used to classify the models and to choose the suitable one and we select a first model if we have the same value. After that, the selected architectural model is evaluated by the OCL constraints to remove any quality semantic violation.

4.2. Architecture Adaptation at the Run-time

We can say that two configurations provide a close service if and only if their marks of the architecture quality criteria (i.e. context-independent) and contextual architectural quality criteria (which are related to run-time context) are close. Because context-independent quality criterion variation is more perceptible by users, platform will begin
its research with the evaluation of the configurations having the same mark of context-independent quality criterion as the current configuration. In response to events notifying about changes in the environment (less bandwidth, less available memory...), or in the running application (overflow/underflow of the buffer, increased transmission time...), the Adaptation Manager will be notified by set of probes which constitute the monitoring framework, update configurations and annotate the events to these configurations. Our platform use configurations families and subfamilies described in XML format from a preliminary analysis of the application (i.e. at the design step) in terms of QoS and update it in real time.

We can say that two configurations provide a close service if and only if their marks of the architecture quality criteria (i.e. context-independent) and contextual architectural quality criteria (which are related to run-time context) are close. Because context-independent quality criterion variation is more perceptible by users, platform will begin its research with the evaluation of the configurations having the same mark of context-independent quality criterion as the current configuration. In response to events notifying about changes in the environment (less bandwidth, less available memory...), or in the running application (overflow/underflow of the buffer, increased transmission time...), the Adaptation Manager will be notified by set of probes which constitute the monitoring framework, update configurations and annotate the events to these configurations. Our platform use configurations families and subfamilies described in XML format from a preliminary analysis of the application (i.e. at the design step) in terms of QoS and update it in real time.

For an efficient and better implementation of self-management process, we have used "poisson" simulation and formal methods (OCL) to assess the degradation of quality attributes due to movement of devices and employ runtime adaptation to mitigate such problems. Figure 7 illustrates this principle of the iterative search for optimum. Our process started with the evaluation of the configurations having the same mark of structural architecture criterion (coupling, cohesion, structural complexity...) as the current configuration. That will only modify the mark of the adaptative criterion (response time, adaptation effort...). As soon as a reconfiguration event is received, the platform uses set of probes to locate the changes in the configurations models and to start reasoning at these locations. Reasoning is specified by analyzing finite sets of configurations having the same mark of structural architecture quality metric and differs only by their adaptability cost to the context. The platform will be able to restrict the scope of the search into the range of configurations, which differ from the current configuration only by the adaptation service (or component) at the origin of the reconfiguration event. But when this approach does not give any solution, we face the issue of the deployment of a sub-family or a family. The Adaptation Manager receives the new selected configuration model and starts-up the reconfiguration. For example, related to changes in the network context and/or events underflow and overflow produced by a given connector. The Quality Manager select another adaptation service of the same nature of the current service, produces a stream of test data modeled as Poisson-process with the same volume as a current video stream. As long as no event of overflow is occurred, the flow test continues. The Quality Manager produces a reconfiguration event when it was correctly received for a significant period of time. This event allows the application that is able to return to its initial configuration. The application restarted again at an event of underflow/overflow. When the Quality Manager will not give any solution, we face the issue changing the composition of sub-families or families.
For an efficient and better implementation of self-management process, we have used "poisson" simulation and formal methods (OCL) to assess the degradation of quality attributes due to movement of devices and employ runtime adaptation to mitigate such problems. Figure 7 illustrates this principle of the iterative search for optimum. Our process started with the evaluation of the configurations having the same mark of structural architecture criterion (coupling, cohesion, structural complexity,...) as the current configuration. That will only modify the mark of the adaptative criterion (response time, adaptation effort...). As soon as a reconfiguration event is received, the platform uses set of probes to locate the changes in the configurations models and to start reasoning at these locations. Reasoning is specified by analyzing finite sets of configurations having the same mark of structural architecture quality metric and differs only by their adaptability cost to the context. The platform will be able to restrict the scope of the search into the range of configurations, which differ from the current configuration only by the adaptation service (or component) at the origin of the reconfiguration event. But when this approach does not give any solution, we face the issue of the deployment of a sub-family or a family. The Adaptation Manager receives the new selected configuration model and starts-up the reconfiguration. For example, related to changes in the network context and/or or events underflow and overflow produced by a given connector. The Quality Manager select another adaptation service of the same nature of the current service, produces a stream of test data modeled as Poisson-process with the same volume as a current video stream. As long as no event of overflow is occurred, the flow test continues. The Quality Manager produces a reconfiguration event when it was correctly received for a significant period of time. This event allows the application that is able to return to his initial configuration. The application restarted again at an event of underflow/overflow. When the Quality Manager will not give any solution, we face the issue changing the composition of sub-families or families.

Fig. 6. Context-aware Quality Driven Model Architecture
5. CASE Study

5.1. A Real Video Transfer Application

A case study given below is intended to show applicability of CQ-MDA both for evaluation, for selection and for reconfiguration of the best architectural model from some alternatives. A case study deals with a real video transfer application from a PC to an Android device. This application has the following optional services:

- Audio Encoder: (de-)compressing the audio stream.
- Video Encoder: (de-)compressing the video stream.
- Audio Filter: components for changing the frame size.
- Video Filter: reducing the video frame rate.

The following user preferences are considered: (1) - Recording, reviewing user’s video and creating respective reports, (2) - Video should be delivered in quality and in period no longer than one minute from their request.

According to ContextualArchRQMM, all these requirements should be associated with a respective architecture quality model with selected quality factors. In our example, for illustration, only non-functional requirements are taken into account. It is proposed to use the efficiency factor with time-behavior sub-factor [Alti et al., (2010)]. On the CIM level some internal requirements may be specified additionally to external ones. We propose “an easy maintenance of software architecture model: internal requirement” as we consider it to be important factor from architect point of view. This additional requirement can be expressed more precisely as “low complexity, high cohesion and low coupling these requirements are the main facts to take into account for achieving easy maintainability architecture (subfactors of the maintainability factor [Alti et al., (2010)]).” The time behaviour sub-factor for software architecture model artifact cannot be evaluated at CIM level (as the software architecture is not defined yet) and should be forwarded to the next level i.e. PIM level. Therefore the CQ-MDA approach will be shown in details using the transformation of the PIM model with respective internal quality model into CPIM model with its internal quality model and the CPIM model with respective internal quality model into CPSM model with its internal quality model. In this example, we describe only the two first levels.

5.2. PIM Level

5.1.1 PIM level – MDA artifacts

PIM model is the starting point for the considered transformation. Several architectural models can be used to design a given system. For the VideoConference system, the model is designed with PipesAndFilters style as shown in Figure 8. At PIM level we have also formally defined set of architectural artifacts that are traced from CIM model.

5.1.2 PIM level – Internal quality model

Internal quality model on this level is traced from the upper quality level model. So, we have to consider the factors from CIM level, i.e. efficiency factor with time-behaviour sub-factor and maintainability factor with modularity, analyzability sub-factors. The first factor is efficiency with sub-factor Time-behavior cannot be evaluated at this level as we
have not found accepted metrics for evaluation of the PIM model. This factor must be still forwarded for evaluation to the next modelling level. The second factor is maintainability with modularity and analyzability sub-factors \cite{Alti et al., (2010)}.

The first sub-factor, modularity, depends on the configuration, component and connector modularity. If the system has been divided correctly to suitable modular, the software system can be analyzed more easily. At the architecture level, this factor can be measured with criteria, named coupling and cohesion. In \cite{Alti and Smeda, (2010)} these two metrics are proposed for measuring architecture modularity. We used these metrics in our model. We have evaluated each kind of models with similar measurements of the whole architecture of the basic metrics (i.e. coupling, cohesion and complexity).

The evaluation results are given in Tab. 1 using a prototype implemented written in Java called QualiStyle \cite{Alti and Smeda, (2010)}. The architecture model should be tested and validated with the semantic constraints defined by the meta-model. If the verified architecture model gets bad marks then the design process can be stopped or it returned to the previous stage (i.e. CIM) either to change requirements or to elaborate a different (better) architectural model. High cohesion, low coupling and low complexity are the main facts to take into account for making a design understandable, maintainable, and of higher quality. All these basic metrics are in $[0, 1]$. The higher cohesion’s value (resp. lower complexity’s value) is the better for architecture quality. As for the architecture model from Table 1 the values of coupling is equal 0.482 and a threshold of coupling is equal 0.66, the value of cohesion is equal 0.341 and a threshold of coupling is equal 0.5 and the value of complexity is equal 0.362 and a threshold of complexity is equal 1, the architectural model provides an acceptable maintainability (a high level of cohesion, a low level of coupling, a low level of complexity). This architectural model is accepted for further transformation. This result is practically significant as well related to maintainability effort, e.g. low level of coupling, dependencies among all architectural artifacts are loss, high number of reused artifacts (i.e. number of Pipe connector instances, $m = 4$).

### Table 1. PIM evaluations results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIM</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Cohesion</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe-Filter</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.3. CPIM Level

5.2.1 CPIM level – MDA artifacts

PIM software architecture model may be transformed, manually or automatically, into different CPIM models. The software architecture model from Fig. 8 is transformed into five CPIMs models (see Fig. 9) and the total resource requirements are given in Table 2. Fig. 10 depicts our automaton for the video adaptation family.

Table 2. PIM evaluations results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>User preferences</th>
<th>CPU speed</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RateAudioT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>≈ 100 MIPS</td>
<td>4:1 Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResizeVideoT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>≈ 400 MIPS</td>
<td>2:1 Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioEncoderT</td>
<td>High Quality</td>
<td>≈ 300 MIPS</td>
<td>64 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>32 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoEncoderT</td>
<td>High Quality</td>
<td>≈ 200 MIPS</td>
<td>10:1 Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>20:1 Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>30:1 Reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. CPIM Level

5.2.2 CPIM level – Internal quality model

At this level analyzability, time-behavior sub-factors taken from upper level are evaluated (it is worth to mention – different metrics can be used for this purpose). The evaluation results should be helpful in choosing the best CPIM model for further transformation.

For time-behavior, three metrics proposed in [ISO/IEC 9126, (2003)], one of them is selected and adapted in our case. The estimated Time Behavior Metric (TBM) for a set A of artifacts of a given configuration performed with a given time in a certain context calculated as the weighted sum of $T_B_a$ metric counted for every artifact instance “a”:

$$TBM_{Memory_{size}, CPU_{speed}, Network_{bus}}^{Rate/Resize}(config) = \sum_{a \in A} w_a * T_B_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Apart from the evaluation of time behavior sub-factor we evaluate the analyzability sub-factor to select the best CPIM model. In [Raibulet, Masciadri, (2009)] two metrics were proposed for the dynamic adaptivity at the architectural level, but only one, $MaAC$ (Minimum architectural Adaptive Cost) was used and validated for analyzability assessment in our example. According to the choice made of the sub-factors of quality and their measurement, we define the Quality function which measures the quality of a given configuration:

$$Quality(config) = \frac{TBM_{Memory_{size}, CPU_{speed}, Network_{bus}}^{Rate/Resize}(config)}{MaAC_{Memory_{size}, CPU_{speed}, Network_{bus}}^{Rate/Resize}(config)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Table 3 shows the evaluation results, meaning that CPIM5 turns out to be the best. Differences can be seen in the adaptation cost of this CPIM and other CPIMs, which is due to the low adaptation effort compared to other CPIMs. This result is practically significant as well related to adaptation effort e.g. number of artifacts which should be
added to make a system adaptive are very loss as consequence of self-management for environment evolution (i.e. CPU usage, bandwidth) guided by the adaptation policies.

5.5. Architecture adaptation at the run-time

Participants to the video transfer are interested for service quality in the face of device heterogeneity. We distinguish two Participants’ families: speaker and auditor. The service quality requirement can be satisfied by using our context quality management strategy.
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Fig. 6. Context-aware Quality Driven Model Architecture
Table 3. CPIMs evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptable and optional services</th>
<th>$\text{TBM}^{\text{Flexic}}$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\text{MaAC}^{\text{Cont}}$ (artifact number)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video Resize, High Quality Video Encoder/Decoder</td>
<td>200 ~ 400</td>
<td>0 ~ 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Resize, Medium Quality Video Encoder/Decoder</td>
<td>200 ~ 330</td>
<td>0 ~ 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Resize, Low Quality Video Encoder/Decoder</td>
<td>350 ~ 500</td>
<td>0 ~ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Resize, Audio Encoder/Decoder</td>
<td>470 ~ 800</td>
<td>0 ~ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Adaptable Services</td>
<td>420 ~ 930</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The goal for a given mobile device is to achieve qualities and allocate resources to result in the best configuration such that the system quality is maximized subject to device resource constraints, user preferences constraints. The platform is capable of adding/removing/updating/moving services at the execution time. The important task of our platform is to perform the dynamic changes at the run-time and, more precisely, with minimum length of time and decision making. It is necessary to have a mechanism for media flow measurement which will detect when the application must be reconfigured for reasons of lower available bandwidth. In addition, it is necessary to know when the bandwidth is sufficient to switch to another configuration. So, we propose to use our context quality management. We can see the different adaptations in the following scenarios:

- **Scenario # 1.** The application is first of all deployed in a favorable context, where neither the stations nor the network are saturated. Initially, the context is sufficient to provide both video and audio. If we receive a video stream packaged with RealVideo in a 120 x120 window at 10 frames / second with phone audio quality, rate of 56Kbits is sufficient.

- **Scenario # 2.** The supervisor has noticed a problem of bandwidth, and thinks that the bandwidth will not hold until the end of the video. To detect a decrease in media throughput, the Adaptation Manager receives two events of the buffering connector corresponding to overflow/underflow of the buffer size (i.e. 20% - 80% of the buffer size) from the supervisor. When an event of underflow is received, it indicates a problem of the video transmission (loss of information transmission, increased transmission time). Since, an overflow event implies that the current bandwidth is not sufficient. To alleviate too many changes (i.e. minimum reconfiguration cost) in the current configuration, the application can switch to the ideal configuration if the video stream of data can be supported for long enough time (depending on the size of the buffer). The ideal management on bandwidth degradation is to follow a minor change by the replacement of a service connector (Video Encoder/Decoder with High quality) by another connector service (Video Encoder/Decoder with Lower quality).

- **Scenario # 3.** In another scenario, due to movement of devices, the network throughput connecting the devices is very loss, making it difficult for communication service to interact with auditor. The platform looks for a new configuration to use, starting by looking for a new relay allowing the moving a video resize connector to a suitable device.
6. Limitations within Existing Works

The first related area of research are ADLs that have been proposed for representing dynamic architectures including: ACME [Garlan et al. (2009)], π-ADL [Oquendo, (2004)], C3 [Amirat and Oussalah, (2006)] and AADL [Berthomieu et al. 2009]. However, except for ACME, most ADLs do not support the concept of evaluation function. In addition, most of them are not contextual defined. MARTE [Gérard et al., (2007)] does not treat the problem of heterogeneity by a meta-model which verifies the adequacy of service regarding its context and research of the adaptation strategy [Marcel et al. (2007)]. II-ADL [Oquendo, (2004)] is a formal architecture description language based on the π-calculus. It does not support contextual connectors and not integrate quality metrics. Recently, Garlan and al. [Garlan et al. (2009)] extended ACME ADL in order to support evaluation function in evolution styles and their multiple decision forms. However, this work does not consider exploiting contextual connectors in heterogeneous environment where entities of different nature collaborate: software and hardware components.

The second related area of research are some works involving quality in MDA approach, like QADA (Quality-driven Architecture Design and Quality Analysis) [QADA, (2007)] – a methodology targeted at the development of service architectures. Other works involving Context in MDA approach, e.g. Context-aware Model Driven Architecture Model Transformation [Vale and Hammoudi, (2008)] – a methodology targeted at the development of context-aware applications and other networked systems. These works concentrate only on quality system architecture or context-aware system architecture, while CQ-MDA insisted on the separation of the two concerns: software architecture model and context model.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper proposed ContextualArchRQMM metamodel centered on the concept of contextual connector, which take advantage of traditional architectural connectors and provides a lightweight support for the definition of some composition facilities such as heterogeneous interfaces at the connector level. The paper proposed also CQ-MDA approach based on ContextualArchRQMM, being an extension to the MDA, allows for considering quality and resources-awareness while conducting the design process. The main idea of presented extension consists of three abstractions levels: PIM, CPIM and CPSM. At the PIM level, a model is decomposed on two interrelated models: software architecture artifacts, which reflect functional requirements and quality model. At the CPIM level a simultaneous transformation of these two models with contextual information details are elaborated and then refined to a specific platform at the CPSM level. Such a procedure ensures that the transformation decisions should be based on the quality assessment of the created models. At design-time, our approach is used to assess the quality attributes of the system’s architectures. At run-time, the framework copes with the challenges posed by the highly dynamic nature of mobile systems through continuous monitoring and calculation of the most suitable architecture. If a better architecture is found, the framework adapts at run-time the software, potentially via connector adaptation and mobility. We presented an illustrative example to show the applicability of the proposed CQ-MDA approach. The results of the experiments (based on the...
example of Video Transfer with four CPIMs) are encouraging. The experiment shows that our approach outperforms two abstractions level in terms of some quality metrics such as adaptation ratio and time response. In the future, we will consider moving our approach to a real execution platform to validate its feasibility.
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